Synergetic neural network (SNN) 
Introduction
With the rapid development of web technologies and growing interest in surfing the Internet, distributing messages in the online community has become an important means of communication. Unfortunately, online messages also are usually misused for the transmission of unsolicited or unsuitable information such as spamming and offensive messages. Furthermore, criminals have been using online messages in order to transmit illegal materials, including fraudulent e-commerce activities, pornography materials, and so on. A common characteristic of online messages is anonymity, so the main objective of researching online writeprint is tracing identities of illegal messages' providers. Writeprint [1] means stylistic features which represent writing-style of authors hidden in online messages, including character n-grams, punctuation, special symbols, digit, high-frequency words, word and sentence-length distributions, function words, content words, and part-of-speech tag n-grams distribution [2] and so on. These abundant features are combined as a global feature，so the problem of writeprint identification is transformed into the matching problem of the different global features. But we find that the similarity in global features which represent different authors' patterns is great, therefore, it become a critical issue of writeprint identification that how to reduce the correlation among different authors' global features and improve self-adaptive ability in the identification using SNN.
In the late 80s, Haken proposed that synergetics could be applied to pattern recognition [3] . An important point of synergetics in pattern recognition's field is that pattern recognition means pattern formation. Pattern's formation of the whole system is that initial state appears as several ordering subsystems, order parameter belonging to a certain subsystem will win in competition with other order parameters. Finally, this ordering subsystem will dominate the whole system and make it into a certain ordering condition. In pattern recognition, this mechanism is used that once the set with a variety of features is given; a certain order parameter will compete with other order parameters. Ultimately, the strongest supporting order parameter will win and force the system to appear original missing features. The process corresponds to the transformation of the testing patterns being mapped to the basic pattern. Application of synergetics in the field of pattern recognition has been a conspicuous achievement, including character recognition, face recognition, shape recognition, fingerprint recognition, license plate identification, and synthetic aperture radar image target recognition and so on. Yudashkin et al. (1996) [4] transformed competition among different patterns into competition among several time-independent order parameters based on synergetic self-organizing neural network. Joerg et al. (1995) [5] conducted a series of experiments to apply SNN with constraints to image segmentation. Wagner et al. (1994) [6] proposed an advanced synergetic algorithm and apply it to recognition of tires in industry and classification of coins' echo.
In this study, SNN will be first applied to online writeprint identification. In the step of preprocessing, abundant linguistic features are extracted from 2500 samples, and then we combined different kind of features to form the most representative global feature for each pattern of author. In the step of identification, we present a method of optimizing SNN using the dynamic attention parameter.
The organization of the paper is as follow. After briefly introduced the basic concept of the approach in Section 2, we described the application of SNN in online writeprint identification and improvement of this algorithm in Section 3. In Section 4, experimental results for testing proposed identification method and performance of advanced SNN are given. Concluding remarks and future directions are given in Section 5.
Theory of Pattern Recognition based on SNN
Process of pattern recognition corresponds to evolution process of a kinetic equation [7] . It is assumed that a virtual particle moves on a potential topographic map, when the particle enters the bottom of an attractive valley, the pattern corresponding to it will be identified. Thus, pattern recognition system can be considered as a synergetic identification system, the arrangement of the initial condition manifested as partial ordering subsystems, the order parameter belonging to the strongest supporting subsystem will win in competition and dominate the whole system to make it into a specific ordering condition [8] . According to the basic concept of synergetics, the process of pattern recognition can be considered as the process of competition among several order parameters. Synergetics mainly researches the kinetic equation which is described by condition vector q ; it is assumed that a system has M components: ) ,..., , (
so the recognition process can be constructed by the kinetic equation for q as following: (2) where B and C are constants and
is a vector of constants labeled k  , called as attention parameters. In the dynamic process, q is pulled into one of the M prototype patterns
The testing pattern q is decomposed in the prototype patterns k
where k  is the order parameter, w is residual vector. These order parameters governed the
dynamic process in the transition when the old state loses its stability. The introduction of order parameters [9] can greatly simplify the network's behavior as the formula (5 
Corresponding dynamic evolution equation of order parameters is ) (
where
, according to equations (1-7), SNN model can be constructed as following:
In the network, N neurons in the input layer correspond to the initial values of N testing patterns; the layer of order parameters has M neurons, whose initial values are obtained from the input layer based on Eq. (5). The connection weights between input layer and middle layer are determined by adjoint patterns  k v s, while the connection weights [10] between middle layer and output layer are determined by prototype patterns k v s. The relationship among order parameters k  s is established by evolution equation (7); as each unit in the layer corresponds to an internal prototype pattern, each unit can be used for identifying a specific pattern. Due to the presence of variable D, all units can interact with each other, which will cause the competition among them. Finally, only one pattern can win in the competition and force the output layer to present the identification results.
In the framework, SNN is applied for identifying authors' identities as the critical classification technique. According to Haken's standard synergetic recognition model, we can construct a 3-layer neural network described in section 2 to realize the learning process of prototype patterns and adjoint patterns, the most important problem in building learning model is obtaining the prototype patterns which represent different authors' writing style. In this study, prototype patterns are obtained by using SCAP [11] algorithm which is rapid for obtaining prototype pattern vectors by averaging the training samples simply. The adjoint patterns are obtained by using pseudo-inverse method, which can make the basic vectors used in representing the different authors' patterns orthogonal. General running process of SNN is divided into the training phase and the recognition phase as following: 1) Training phase:
Step 1: Read the global feature vectors of different authors' training sets and calculate prototype pattern vectors satisfying the condition of normalization and zero-mean.
Step 2: Obtain the adjoint pattern vector of the prototype pattern vector for each author pattern. 2) Recognition phase
Step 1: Read the initial feature vectors ) 0 (
representing identified patterns satisfying the condition of normalization and zero-mean.
Step 2: Multiply feature vectors ) 0 (
in order to calculate the initial values of order parameters k  s in the middle layer.
Step 3: Conduct the competition among the order parameters k  s by performing the discrete evolution equation as following:
where  is iteration speed, which determines the stability of SNN.
Step process of evolution is stable, the pattern which the order parameter with the biggest module value represents will be attributed as the category of identified testing pattern, or continue performing evolution equation in Step 3. (7) is as following:
Optimization of parameters in SNN
We can conclude that the attention parameter k  controls the speed of patterns' change based on formula (9), if the "attention" needs be paid to a specific pattern, the bigger attention parameter k  will be endowed to the pattern. Thus, it is likely to get the final victory even if the order parameter corresponding to the specific pattern has not the biggest initial module value, which accords with the characteristics of biological sense.
Value of the attention parameter k  is divided into balanced and unbalanced. The balanced attention parameter [12] is defined as below:
Haken has proved that the output pattern of SNN can be obtained by directly comparing the initial module values of order parameters, so the final winner will be the pattern which the order parameter with the biggest initial module value represents. The method using balance parameters needs not go through the evolution of order parameters, but SNN loses self-learning ability in this situation.
The unbalanced attention parameter is more beneficial to selective pattern recognition. Especially when the difference among order parameters is little, the attention parameter plays an important role in the kinetic evolution of order parameters. We propose a self-adaptive method for selecting attention parameters based on the practical application of online writeprint, in this method, the unbalanced attention parameter are selected by measuring similarity between the prototype pattern vector and the identified pattern vector: The formula (11) reflects the similar degree between the prototype pattern and the testing pattern, the closer the prototype pattern to the testing pattern, the greater corresponding attention parameter will be. It is a method of adaptively determining attention parameters. As for the iteration speed, we also use self-adaptive method to adjust  , the setting of  and constants B, C is as following:
where L represents step length of iteration, which greatly affects the final recognition. Thus, the evolution equation (8) in section 3.1 is transformed as following:
will change with the change of the attention parameters, and iteration speed  reflects variation degree of ) (n D .
Experimental works

Dataset and feature set
In this research, experimental dataset are derived from the customers' reviews in Amazon Commerce Website. Most previous studies conducted the identification experiments for two to ten authors. But in the online context, reviews to be identified usually have more potential authors, and normally classification algorithms are not adapted to large number of target classes. To examine the robustness of the introduction algorithm, we identified 50 of the most active users (represented by a unique ID and username) who frequently posted reviews in these newsgroups. The number of reviews we collected for each author is 50. The main characteristics of the dataset are listed in Table 1 . A feature set is composed of writing-style features predefined by previous researchers. As an important component of our framework, the feature set may significantly affect the performance of online writeprint identification. According to the previous stylometric studies and analysis [13] , we extracted four types of feature set: lexical, syntactic, content-specfic, and idiosyncratic as shown in Table 2 , these four types of feature set will be combined to form the global feature vector for each author' training set. 
Experimental design
In the preprocessing, the initial feature set will be normalized to reduce the differences among eigenvalues. As the dimensionality of feature space is very large, we use the 
which calculates the expected and observed frequency for every item in every category, to identify features that are able to discriminate between the categories under investigation [15] . The dimension of the initial feature set is more than 15000. The dimension of the initial feature set is reduced to 2000 by using 2  feature selection method.
In the module of synergetic recognition, selection methods of the balanced and unbalanced attention parameter are used for analyzing and comparing identification performance. All experiments for the two methods are performed using 10-fold cross-validation which tests the robustness of SNN algorithm adequately. In the method of balanced attention parameters, we set 1
; in the self-adaptive method of unbalanced attention parameters, the iteration step length is set as 1.5, while the time of iteration is set as 500.
We investigate by performing authorship attribution on 5 and 50 authors while gradually increasing the amount for training data. Table 3 will be used to be compared performance of SNN based on balanced and unbalanced attention parameters, and we add identification results of SVM [16] We observed that the improved SNN kept over 80% accuracy when the number of authors varied from 5 to 50. But SNN based on balanced attention parameters achieved only 70.89% average accuracy when the number of authors varied from 30 to 50, and the method is effective for only identifying 5-20 authors. So it can be seen that improved SNN outperformed SNN based on balanced attention parameters in recognition accuracy and robustness. On the other hand, SVM [17] has shown good performance in previous related research of text categorization; we remarked that SVM outperformed improved SNN in distinguishing within the scope of 30 authors. However, the improved SNN showed better performance than SVM in distinguishing between 40 and 50 authors; the condition may be related with selection method of prototype pattern vectors in SNN. As several authors in the dataset have similar writing-style, they usually use the same keywords, punctuations and other character sets, which may be caused by using quotation from other authors. Pseudo-inverse method [18] is effective in pattern disruption, the similarity among different global feature vectors which represent authors' patterns can be greatly reduced by using the method. the second author's work, but the testing sample should be attributed to the fifth author, thus the method of balanced attention parameters causes the incorrect identification in SNN. In the plot bellow, we find that identification process is corrected after using self-adaptive attention parameters, although the initial module value of   2  is bigger than that of  gets the final victory in the competition among the different patterns. The process reflects the method of adjusting attention parameters by adaptive selection mechanism is effective for online writeprint identification.
Conclusion
In this paper, SNN model was developed to identify online writeprint. The proposed online writeprint identification system based on improved SNN achieved better recognition performance and robustness than the standard SNN. By using the dynamic method, the system obtained fairly strong self-learning ability as it can adaptively change the value of attention parameters by measuring similarity between the prototype pattern and the identified pattern. In our research, we found that the values of k  , B and C greatly affected the identification performance, but so far, there is no specific guidance to the values of parameters in SNN. Therefore, in the future, the values of k  , B and C will be studied for achieving the better performance the robustness in online writeprint identification.
